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I. Introduction
It's no secret that many CFOs and financial managers 

dislike the budgeting and annual forecasting process. 

In theory, you could quickly identify key indicators and 

grab them from the various CRM, ERP and financial 

systems they sit in, compile them in one easy-to-use 

forecasting tool, run various scenarios and analysis, and 

produce a viable strategic plan that puts your company 

on course to outgrow the competition. Ideally, you could 

do this in less than a few days.

In practice, however, just obtaining the data you need 

is a major headache, and when you get it from IT weeks 

later, you have no confidence in its accuracy because so 

much time has elapsed. Putting it into a spreadsheet, you 

try to build and run various scenarios yourself, only to be 

frustrated by the tool's lack of sophistication when it comes 

to forecasting. Or maybe you're still waiting for IT to return 

the data and reports you requested, and are just realizing 

you also needed other data you forgot to request. 

It's no wonder that 83 percent of CFOs and finance leaders 

say their organization’s approach to annual budgeting 

needs to be optimized, according to a 2015 survey by 

Grant Thornton LLP and the American Productivity and 

Quality Center.¹ Moreover, 89 percent of business leaders 

estimate they use less than one third of their corporate data 

for informed data-driven business decisions, according to 

Gleanster.² Wouldn't it be easier and faster if you could just 

get the data and run reports yourself, without the need for 

IT to do it for you?

¹ “Financial Planning and Analysis: Influencing Corporate Performance with Stellar Processes, People and Technology,” 

2015 survey by Grant Thornton LLP and the American Productivity and Quality Center.

² Gleanster, Business Intelligence Research Report 2014
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The first step to change is to understand 

there are compelling reasons why your 

current processes aren't working. When 

Fiat Germany realized the full extent of 

overtime and excessive manual work 

that went into its quarterly forecasts and that its legacy 

system could not model the complex calculation logic for 

the corporate planning and the P&L, executives knew they 

needed a modern and more efficient system.

This white paper was written for financial managers needing a better self-service tool for budgeting, planning and 

forecasting and those needing a spark to change current practices that are holding your company back. Maybe it's time to 

stop relying on IT to build forecasting reports for you and waiting weeks or even months for them, or it is time to augment 

or replace antiquated business intelligence tools that don't deliver the 'what-if' and planning scenarios you need.

Executives at global imaging 

giant Canon Inc. came to 

the same conclusion when 

trying to digest its acquisition of Océ, a well-known Dutch 

manufacturer of specialized printers. While trying to merge 

Océ with its European operations, Canon executives 

discovered that both companies organized their budgeting 

and forecasting processes differently, even down to 

the detail and reporting requirements. Once it became 

clear that neither existing system would be flexible or 

fast enough to incorporate both models, and that Excel 

wouldn't suffice, they looked for a more modern solution.
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but the annual 
budget quickly 

becomes obsolete
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Which statement best describes the value that comes from your 
organization's approach to annual budgeting?

Figure 1: 83 % of CFOs think their organization’s approach to annual budgeting needs to be optimized 

Low data-quality, multiple sources of truth and costly manual processes make planning and budgeting tough. 
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Seven Reasons to Change
There are many reasons to change your budgeting and forecasting process, from the use of obsolete data to wasting 

time and money to shedding your reliance on IT. In the following pages we've outlined seven good reasons you 

should consider changing your current practices when it comes to budgeting and forecasting.

The annual budget and forecast are based on a 

snapshot in time based on historical data. Most budgets 

focus on top line elements such as profi t and loss, or 

balance sheet elements. 

These numbers stem from the various teams and 

business units building individual budgets using 

diff erent systems and diff erent nomenclature. In some 

companies, teams need to request reports from IT in 

order to build individual budgets, which add days and 

weeks to the process. Some business units struggle 

under the weight of all the information they have to 

digest, how to clean the data they have, the lack of 

integration between diff erent units and regions, and 

clashes over access rights. All of these problems make 

consolidation very diffi  cult. When discrepancies arise, 

many fi nd them excruciating to audit and reconcile. That 

is one of the biggest reasons that arriving at the much-

desired "one-version of the truth" is rarely accomplished.

Figure 2: Highly effi  cient planning processes 
Businesses should compare actuals to their budgets to evaluate performance, forecast future income and identify 
any operations that are performing diff erently than expected.

Historical Data Instantly Obsolete; Reporting on Actuals Only is Weak

1
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Additionally, many existing Business Intelligence 

tools rely on reporting actuals only, which is weak. 

Businesses should compare actuals to their budgets 

to evaluate performance, forecast future income and 

identify any operations that are performing diff erently 

than expected. Without the ability to incorporate actuals 

and plan data in one unifi ed system, fi nancial managers 

are unable to make informed decisions and align 

company operations to their strategic plan. This often 

leads to overreactions to business symptoms, drastic 

corrections and results in poor fi nancial performance.

When businesses do try to compare actuals with their 

planning and forecast models, they typically import 

information into a separate tool manually, or try to pull 

actuals up on one screen, the forecasted budget on 

another, and then manually create a new spreadsheet 

comparing the numbers for deeper analysis. Both 

processes waste precious time during an already time-

sensitive and often tight schedule. The manual process 

performed under these time constraints also increases 

the likelihood of human error.

Figure 3: A unifi ed solution with a 360° view of your business 

Companies should be able to view planning and forecast data and actuals in one tool for comparison.

What most companies need instead is a fl exible self-service tool that grabs information 
from the disparate silos, consolidates them, renders reports and provides analysis pertinent to 
their business quickly – and allows scenarios to be compared with actual fi gures. Companies 
should be able to view planning and forecast data and actuals in one tool for comparison 
where the tool automates the data collection process and provides the fi nancial manager a 
true 360° view of the business. In other words, you don't just want to look in the rearview mirror 
while driving; you need to look through the windshield to see where you are going as well. 

Business Analytics
Plan Data

Historical Data
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Spreadsheets Aren't Data Repositories

Spreadsheets are very good tools for what they were 

designed for: an easier way for accountants to add 

rows and columns of data quickly. The 36-year-old 

concept hasn't changed much. But it wasn't designed 

to be an enterprise data analysis or forecasting tool. 

Nor was it designed to be a data storage system. Using 

the spreadsheet for these additional purposes causes 

problems for managers and often results in a lot of 

wasted time and effort .

For example, creating a budget using Excel means 

collecting a lot of data from disparate places, rekeying 

the data, and creating workbooks that can span dozens 

of pages, each one with endless columns and rows. 

As these workbooks are passed around for editing 

and updating, more versions are created, resulting in 

not only a data storage problem but a navigation and 

auditing nightmare as well.

Unfortunately, the spreadsheet is still the cornerstone 

budgeting and forecasting technology tool in place at 

most corporations, and due to its familiarity, the tool of 

choice for many no matter what the financial task. 

According to the Grant and Thorton report, nearly 39 

percent of finance leaders use spreadsheets alone for 

financial planning and analysis and internal reporting 

while another 56 percent rely on spreadsheets and 

dedicated FP&A software.

Figure 4: Removing Excel’s drawbacks while retaining its advantages is the key 

CFOs should opt for a solution that transforms the world’s most used planning tool Excel into the most useful tool. 

Excel's disadvantages

 ⊲ Simple

 ⊲ Fast

 ⊲ Flexible

 ⊲ Inexpensive

 ⊲ Independent

 ⊲ Inconsistent &  
error-prone

 ⊲ Maintenance-
intensive

 ⊲ Complex and not 
audit-proof

 ⊲ Slow and manual to 
consolidate

 ⊲ Difficult to access 
and collaborate

 ⊲ Low data-security

 ⊲ No process-control 
or workflow

Excel's advantages

2

Integrating a budgeting and forecasting tool that has database and data storage 
capabilities with spreadsheets like Excel could remove many of these headaches.
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Data Collection and Analysis Wastes Days, Weeks

Most companies face an ever-growing mountain of data, 

most of which is stored in different operational systems 

such as the company ERP, financial accounting system, 

Salesforce and other CRMs, and marketing automation 

systems, which are all disconnected silos. Collecting, 

rekeying, sifting and analyzing data from these different 

systems eats up an enormous amount of time without 

the corresponding value to the business. Most of the 

data from these systems is manually collected and 

reentered into spreadsheets for consolidation.

In Ventana Research’s benchmark report, Spreadsheet 

Use in Today’s Enterprise³, Robert Kugel, senior vice 

president and research director, found, on average, 

people waste as much as 12 hours per month manually 

updating, revising, consolidating, modifying and 

correcting spreadsheets they work with co-workers on 

and reuse frequently. 

For those like financial managers who spend most of 

their time working with spreadsheets, the figure wasted 

was 18 hours, while the Front Office spends 15 hours per 

month massaging spreadsheets, according to Kugel’s 

research. In reality, companies likely waste more hours 

than Kugel’s research reveals, he says.

When trying to use spreadsheets for forecasting, 

planning and analysis, financial managers run into a 

number of problems, Kugel said. Several of the biggest 

challenges include:

 ⊲ Wasting hours recreating reports to produce 
updated versions, which increases the probability 
that people will use different versions of the same 
reports;

 ⊲ Trying to use a static spreadsheet, which halts 
multi-dimensional analysis because users can't roll 
up or drill down to uncover the numbers behind 
the numbers

 ⊲ A lack of collaboration between executives 
because decision makers aren't able to refresh 
and filter reports they receive from others. 

Figure 5: Wasting time with manual data consolidation  
Collecting, rekeying, and analyzing data from  

different systems eats up an enormous amount of time.

³ Ventana Research, Spreadsheet Use in Today’s Enterprise

3

To speed the budgeting and forecasting process, financial managers should consider 
a flexible tool that gives them the ability to drill down and roll up numbers and that automates 
the data gathering process.
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Most budgets don't include non-financial measures in 

company performance, nor are they tied to business 

drivers. They are typically built on the numbers surfaced 

in the annual budget, often using a past plus percentage 

basis, with the percentage derived using gut instincts, 

which often rendering them meaningless.

Additionally, "once the budget is prepared, considerable 

resources are dedicated to explaining financial 

performance variances. These analyses focus on the 

past and provide little insight to support management 

action looking forward," according to Breaking the 

Cycle: The Case for Eliminating the Budget⁴, a report 

by a PWC. 

The global accounting firm found that nearly 44 

percent of a company’s executives in firms with  

$2 billion or more in revenues see linking the budget 

and strategy as needing the most improvement.

The report further found that when an enterprise lacks 

or has poor centralized processes for budgeting and 

forecasting, business units strike out on their own. 

This creates independent planning and budgeting 

methodologies and systems, which "may also lead to a 

situation in which distinct planning functions across the 

organization utilize disparate planning systems, different 

standards, varying levels of detail and assumptions, 

and different time horizons and frequency of updates."

Figure 6: Linking budget and strategy needs improvement Source: PwC, 2007 Budgeting and  
Forecasting Study

Only 17 percent of a company's executives were "very satisfied" with the 
company's current budgeting process.

Only 32 percent of a company's executives believed that the company's 
budgeting process was "highly aligned" with actual performance.

Nearly 44 percent of a company's executives see linking the 
budget and strategy as needing the most improvement.44%

32%

17%

Do businesses align budgeting with strategy?

⁴ Breaking the Cycle: The Case for Eliminating the Budget, a report by a PWC.

 Annual Budget Typically not tied to Strategy

4

A rolling forecast, integrated with strategy development, is more timely, relevant, and 
efficient, according to the Breaking the Cycle report.
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⁵ IDC’s Data Warehousing ROI Study. 

⁶ Gartner research, Predicts 2012: business intelligence still subject to non-technical challenges

A Data Warehouse Doesn't Lead to better Forecasting

5
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Figure 7: Embedding planning with the existing IT landscape - without the need of data warehouses 

Corporate Performance Management tools with self-service data integration (ETL) can save time and money.

SAP

At most companies, important data resides in disparate 

silos of information such as Salesforce, an ERP, and the 

fi nancial accounting system, which are not tied together. 

For the past decade, tying those sources of information 

together has meant creating a data warehouse or 

central repository of conforming information to draw 

from. Theoretically, if you build a data warehouse where 

data is cleaned and conformed, then extracting the data 

would be much faster and easier when it comes time to 

build budgets and forecasts. That's the theory, at least.

In reality, building a data warehouse is typically an IT 

project that can take months if not a year or more to 

build, and can cost upwards of $2 million, according 

to IDC’s Data Warehousing ROI Study.⁵ Even after 

spending money to build better data systems, fewer 

than 30% of data warehouses and business intelligence 

projects meet the objectives of the business, according 

to research from Gartner.⁶ The disconnect typically 

happens because: 

 ⊲ Business users don’t use the complex tools IT 
build for them because the tool doesn’t fi t their 
needs

 ⊲ IT didn’t include the data or build analytic 
processes that provide insights that business 
users want

 ⊲ The BI tool is hard to use

Companies can save time, money and eff ort with a self-service tool that connects to critical 
data systems automatically, which allows them to avoid the costly, time-consuming data 
warehouse implementation.  
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Many BI Tools Require IT Assistance 

Even with a data warehouse and BI tools in place, many 

fi nancial managers still rely on IT to produce reports. 

Many businesses fail to adopt BI tools that IT implements 

because a single analytical tool is forced on every user, 

which doesn’t address the needs of diff erent business 

units.

Business users typically request custom reports, 

which can be expensive and time consuming to build. 

Forrester estimates the cost to build a single report, fully 

loaded, at $20,000.⁷ That's just a single report. Imagine 

20 subsidiaries needing 20 diff erent reports every 

quarter, and the costs quickly escalate to $1.6 million. 

Conventional thinking says that slicing and dicing 

data often requires a specialized database and the 

knowledge of a data scientist to manipulate and visualize 

intersecting data points to make data and forecasts 

meaningful. When talking to IT about your data needs, 

you may have heard the term OLAP, which stands for 

Online Analytical Processing. OLAP is the technology 

that allows you to roll up or consolidate data, drill down 

and slice and dice it. It’s typically a database connected 

to your data warehouse . 

Rather than waiting for someone in IT to slice and dice 

data to your specifi cations, or waiting for your company 

to hire a data scientist – both that are expensive and 

time consuming processes - most fi nancial managers 

try to fi gure out how to add appropriate formulas and 

macros to their spreadsheets. They spend an inordinate 

amount of time modeling, which is another reason 

budgeting gets a bad rap.

Figure 8: Self-Service Planning for CFOs   Source: Jedox 

Turn spreadsheet data into a powerful online multi-dimensional dataset that you can then share for reporting, 
dashboards and commentary, for modelling forecasts and scenario planning. 

⁷ Forrester.com, Bottom-up-and-top-down-approaches. 

6

Financial managers should instead look for a self-service solution that allows them to slice 
and dice data by themselves, and to drill down using a familiar interface, and one that doesn't 
require them to understand OLAP or know programming to use it. And you don’t have to model 
your own data or hire a data scientist – unless you want to. Flexible tools come with built in 
reports and they allow you to build your own easily, whichever is best for your company. Now 
might be the time to stop relying so heavily on your IT department. 
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At many corporations, budgeting and forecasting tools 

are tied to legacy systems that are not connected to 

foreign subsidiaries or even far-flung business units on 

the same continent. Instead, spreadsheets are passed 

along through email, a slow process that often leads to 

many versions and mistakes as information is copied 

and updated. Access to the reports from an airport, 

different office or customer location is impossible. 

Communication about budgets, variances or forecast 

scenarios is directly tied to the workday, telephone or 

email.

Fortunately, financial managers do not have to be tied 

to their legacy systems when adopting modern tools. 

By tapping into the power of applications that reside in 

the Cloud, financial managers can have 24-hour access 

to budgets, forecasts and other reports they may need, 

and whatever updates foreign subsidiaries might send 

overnight.  

Cloud-based Analytics Tools Deliver High Value

Figure 9: Web-based Solution with Jedox

Planning solution calculates and consolidates data the moment it is entered through Web interface. 

Central Managers 
enter plan data 

through the Web

Financial 
Controlling

 Dealership

Quarterly forecast 
for HQ Management

 
HQ

Example: Central managers at Fiat enter plan data for sales, staff, and administration independently 

through a Jedox Web interface, and write back instantly to a unified planning model. What once took 

hours can now be achieved in seconds, and not only planning, but analysis of data and queries are 10x 

faster than before, a financial manager says. 

7

Flexible Web-based tools allow you to run their software on-premises or in a hybrid 
approach or solely in the cloud depending upon your needs, providing flexible options should 
business decisions change.
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III. Leverage Data for Better Budgets, Forecasting, 
& Decision Making
Data driven decision-making provides competitive advantages such as superior operational efficiently, increased 

customer satisfaction and improved planning and budgeting. But clearly current tools like the spreadsheet, antiquated 

BI systems and the static budgeting process aren't delivering the kind of results many financial managers want or 

need. 

It's time to recognize that moving to a flexible, self-service tool will allow you to:

Financial managers at Fiat and Canon are reaping the 

results of better forecasting and budgeting using Web-

based self-service software. Fiat Germany now uses 

a modern reporting solution with advanced planning 

functionality that has accelerated the company's 

forecasting process and the data consolidation 

and preparation for its 15 subsidiaries. With minimal 

administration, 60 users at Fiat across diverse 

departments access high-quality data in one consistent 

environment. Its business users adjust reports and 

planning logic quickly and independently. 

Fiat now has daily visibility into its actual vs plan KPIs 

on budget, quarterly forecasts, monthly budget-to-

actual comparisons and weekly forecast calls with 

headquarters. What once took hours can now be 

achieved in seconds, and not only planning, but analysis 

of data and queries are 10 times faster than before, a 

financial manager says. 

The financial team at Canon achieved similar results. 

Armed with a new self-service tool that required no 

programming knowledge, they created a ‘driver-based 

planning model’ for a dozen users to derive revenues 

and margins based on all specific printer types and 

printer groups within the merged company, now known 

as Canon Nederland N.V. 

The team also developed a cost model that derives the 

cost of all departments taking into account personnel 

costs, travel costs and other expenses. 

Seeing the successful implementation by the subsidiary, 

Canon Europe then implemented the tool, taking just 

three weeks to build a web-based revenue, margin 

and expenses model now used in 15 countries that 

allows divisions to submit and allocate costs, margins, 

expenses to products and product groups. The 

reports and analysis are used as input for the financial 

consolidation of Canon EMEA and the former Océ.

Both companies now have critical information within 

arm's reach that they use to make better decisions 

quickly as they notice marketplace and business 

changes.

Isn't it time you joined them?

 l Finally leverage the data hiding within your divisional silos

 l Derive insights that lead to a strategic plan with viable forecasts

 Create an accurate roadmap that delivers solid growth and a competitive edge 
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About Jedox
Jedox’s unified planning, analysis, and reporting
empowers decision makers from finance,
sales, purchasing, and marketing. Jedox helps
business users work smarter, streamline
business collaboration, and make insight-based
decisions with confidence. Our design approach
is transforming how organizations plan. Already 
over 1,900 companies in 127 countries use Jedox 
for real-time planning on the web, the cloud, and 
on any device.

Jedox is a leading Business Intelligence and
Corporate Performance Management solutions
provider, available globally through over 180
certified business partners. Jedox provides
software, support and ongoing training, with
implementation and maintenance expertise for
customers worldwide.

Learn more about Business-Driven Intelligence
at www.jedox.com
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